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The Dollar and Jobs Continue to Surge

Overseas Stocks Lead Performance in 1st Quarter
After a slow start to the year, stocks gained momentum in February. Foreign stock
markets took over leadership from domestic markets even though the dollar gained 8%
in value against other major currencies. The dollar’s gain has been at the expense of U.S.
multinational companies with earnings overseas, as it dampens their net profits. By
contrast, companies in Europe and Japan are benefiting from the currency trend
working in their favor along with aggressive stimulus efforts by its central banks.
The U.S. economy remains on track, creating an average of more than 250,000 jobs per
month for the past six months and more than 200,000 per month for the past year. A
strong foundation has been laid for increased consumer spending the rest of the year.
Wage growth is improving also, which should ultimately translate into a stronger
housing market.
Easy monetary policy has affected bond markets across the globe. U.S. Treasury yields
look increasingly more attractive as central banks overseas trim interest rates. The
European Central Bank mimicked earlier moves by the Federal Reserve and Bank of
Japan, and began a bond-buying program in March in an effort to bolster European
economic growth.
The Fed, meanwhile, has signaled to markets that it will begin raising interest rates here
in the U.S. later this year. The timing depends on how the economy develops. We look
for this to occur later in the year as the housing market will need low mortgage rates to
persist in order to improve its pace of recovery. With wage gains slow to recover and oil
prices remaining low, the Fed does not have to be concerned with an immediate
inflation threat.
While the underlying economic foundation remains positive for investors, potential risks
remain. The dollar’s strength could slow exports and in turn earnings growth for U.S.
companies through the year. Greece’s economy remains a perplexing issue and it could
conceivably exit the European Union, an event that would likely have ramifications for
the markets.

BOB’S CORNER
What Is Going On?
As we discuss the economy, job numbers, the
dollar strength, and oil in our investment
committee meetings, I thought - Do all of our
clients really understand where we are and why?
Here is a quick thumbnail on these topics:
Economy
After 3 attempts at quantitative easing, QE-3
worked. The $4 Trillion dollars of funny money
ignited the job market by producing over 200,000
new jobs a month for 12 months, and over
250,000 new jobs per month over the last 6
months. Is this what we needed, or do we have to
start spending again?
Oil and Dollar
As the Arab nations began flooding the market
with oil reserves, U.S. drillers were forced to shut
down due to their relative cost of production. The
increased demand for the dollar (oil is traded
exclusively in U.S. Dollars) caused the cost of U.S.
exports to rise. Coupled with the fear of oil prices
being low has put the earnings of large
multinational stocks in danger.

As always, we are here to answer any and all
questions you may have. Hope to see you
soon.

BUILD WEALTH. RETAIN WEALTH.
All Star is passionate about providing a safer way to a
successful retirement for people who are serious about
their money but uncertain about how to nurture it.
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ECONOMY

Steady, Moderate Growth
Persists
The story stayed the same for the U.S. economy as it has been
– with growth continuing on a moderate path in the 1st quarter
despite some seasonal weather slowing. Jobs are being created
at a healthy pace. February saw 295,000 jobs added. The most
recent survey of job openings finds five million available
positions, pointing to more hiring ahead. The unemployment
rate fell to 5.5%, nearing what would be considered a “full
employment” level.
Soft patches remain. Final 4th quarter GDP growth was just
2.2% and the 1st quarter is likely to show growth in the same
range. Consumers have more money to spend thanks to lower
energy prices, but they appear to be saving it instead. The
personal savings rate rose to 5.8% while consumer spending is
up just 3.6% on the year.
Housing markets remain an area of concern. Construction
spending rose just 2% across the economy. After several
months of declines, home prices increased in January, but have
risen just 4.6% in the last 12 months and remain 14% below
peak levels achieved in 2006. Mortgage applications dropped
off in recent weeks despite falling interest rates, so the housing
market still needs time and low interest rates to recover.

Looking Ahead
Signs for the job market remain encouraging. This should
boost consumer spending which could help propel economic
growth to the 3.5% range later in the year. Business spending
is another area to watch. Capital spending for S&P 500
companies rose 17% over the past 12 months to a quarterly
high of $192 billion, but one-third of that originated from the
energy sector. Today’s lower oil prices will cut energy
investment for the rest of 2015, so we need to see
improvement in other areas.
Inflation remains low for now, but that could change if energy
prices rebound and wage gains pick up. In the meantime, the
Fed should not feel compelled to raise rates significantly,
particularly given the low rates being maintained across the
globe.

BOND MARKET

Steady and Stable
Bond markets managed modest gains in most sectors during the 1st
quarter. Yield spreads are shrinking across most credit sectors but
credit quality remains historically high. Currency trends affected
bond returns as well. The dollar and Asian currencies strengthened
while the euro and Latin American currencies declined. Interventions
by the European Central Bank also helped keep market rates lower.
The benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury note saw its yield drop 24 basis
points for the quarter, slightly below the 2% mark.
The Barclays Aggregate Bond Index gained 1.6% during the 1st
quarter, but the stronger dollar cut into returns for overseas bonds.
As a result, the Barclays Global Aggregate Index declined 1.9%. All
U.S. credit sectors gained 2% or more for the period while the
emerging market bonds were up 2.0%. U.S. government bonds,
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities and municipal bonds all
managed gains of 1.4%.

Looking Ahead
We trust the Fed to correctly judge the timing of any interest rate
hikes this year based on the strength of the economy. Therefore, we
believe there is no reason to expect changes in Fed policy to be rapid
or dramatic, barring a significant change in the inflation outlook.
Credit quality remains sound and we expect credit spreads to
continue to fall, boosting bond prices. The corporate high yield area
has one major concern – potential downgrades in energy-related
bonds could affect the entire sector. Diversification within a bond
portfolio as the months ahead may present challenges for fixed
income investors.
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DOMESTIC STOCK MARKET

“It’s Not How Much You Make, It’s How
Much You KEEP!” –Bob Klefsaas

Small Caps and Biotechs Surge Ahead
After losing 4% in the opening weeks of the 1st quarter, stocks
regained composure. After a volatile last couple of weeks the
Russell 3000 Index gained 1.8% for the quarter. Small-cap
stocks led the way, returning 4.3%. Large-cap stocks lagged
with a 1.6% return as many were negatively affected by the
impact that the stronger dollar had on overseas earnings.
We reached the 6th anniversary of the bull market in March.
As it matures, valuations have become richer and investors
are beginning to pay a premium for growth. Growth stocks
benefited, returning 4% for the quarter, while value stocks
declined less than 1%.
Biotechnology stocks were the standout sector, jumping a
dramatic 13%. The Health Care sector as a whole rose 7%.
Consumer Discretionary and Technology stocks gained 5%
and 1% respectively. Financial stocks were flat for the quarter,
while Energy and Utility issues declined. Apple, Inc., the
newest addition to the Dow Jones Industrial Average, may be
poised to become the first stock to top a $1 trillion market
cap.

Looking Ahead
Growth stocks are likely to remain in vogue in the near term
as earnings improve among Consumer Discretionary,
Financial, Health Care and Technology stocks. Oil prices are
down 60% from a year ago, and we expect equally sharp
declines in profits for that sector. However, that situation
could reverse dramatically when oil prices rise.
Value stocks continue to lag the market even though
investors have favored dividend-paying stocks. The likelihood
of rising interest rates could begin to make bonds more
competitive with dividend-oriented stocks and hurt the value
style.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
Developed Markets Rally

Quantitative easing is over in the U.S., but is going strong in Japan and
now in Europe. Aggressive monetary policy and improving economic
growth in Europe spurred a rally across developed foreign stock markets.
Japanese stocks jumped 10.2% during the quarter driven by improved
profits for exporters. European stocks gained on average 3.5% as
economies throughout the region emerged from last year’s recession
and the European Central Bank’s interventions took hold. Asia (ex-Japan)
returned 4% as steady growth held up throughout the region.
Emerging markets saw a period of mixed returns, reflecting a range of
political and economic conditions within this varied asset class. India led
the way with a 7% gain, helped by the drop in oil prices and recent
economic reforms. Chinese stocks rose 6% as the world’s 2 nd largest
economy benefited from expanded foreign access to its capital markets.

Looking Ahead

Energy and commodity-based emerging markets are struggling given the
drop in commodity and material prices. As a result, Latin American
stocks dropped 10% for the quarter. Stocks in Brazil were off 16% as its
major
oil company,
Petrobras,
undergoes management
changes.
The
trend
of overseas
stocks outperforming
domestic stocks
should
continue. European and Japanese markets appear well-positioned due to
lower interest rates and more competitive currencies. Overseas stocks
are also benefiting from improved earnings growth. Profits are expected
to rise 10 to 15% in Europe this year.
Emerging markets, while facing some challenges, will benefit over time
from favorable demographic trends. Emerging stocks are the most
attractive asset class today from a valuation perspective. Later in the
year, if energy prices rebound, we would expect better results for
emerging market stocks.

If the dollar remains strong, it will likely be more of a burden
for larger companies that generate significant earnings
overseas. Small- to- mid-cap stocks primarily do business
domestically, so the dollar won’t have a direct impact on
them. We’re increasing exposure to small- and mid-cap issues
in anticipation of a stronger rally later in the year if the U.S.
economy improves.
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PERFORMANCE UPDATE
The First Quarter
All Star
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Portfolios

Beta

Alpha

Beta

Alpha

Qtr

Year

Years

Years

Income

0.51

-0.68

0.50

0.14

Balanced

0.62

-0.03

0.59

0.68

Cons Growth

0.73

-0.66

0.69

0.11

Growth

0.83

-1.33

0.79

-0.65

As the bull market enters its 7th year, some
have become concerned that it may be “long
in the tooth.” Given the depth of the recession
that preceded it, many economists are starting
to believe that this could be a longer-thanaverage bull market, especially given the
unprecedented monetary stimulus that helped
carry it along. Nevertheless, investors should
keep in mind that both bull markets and
monetary policies have limits.

Beta & Alpha (vs. Global BMI)

1st

1

3

5

Qtr

Year

Years

Years

DJ Industrial Average

0.33

10.57

13.18

13.23

S&P 500

0.95

12.73

16.11

14.47

Russell 2000

4.32

8.21

16.27

14.57

S&P Mid Cap 400

5.31

12.19

17.03

15.72

Russell 3000

1.80

12.37

16.43

14.71

S&P Global BMI

2.75

5.68

11.54

9.81

MSCI EAFE

4.88

-0.92

9.02

6.16

MSCI Emerging Mkts

2.24

0.44

0.31

1.75

NASDAQ Composite

3.79

18.12

18.11

16.72

Barclays US High Yield Bond

2.52

2.00

7.46

8.59

Barclays US Aggregate Bond

1.61

5.72

3.10

4.41

Barclays Global Aggregate Bond

-1.92

-3.66

-0.21

2.31

JPM Emerging Bond Diversified

2.01

5.65

5.37

7.10

Barclays US Government Bond

1.60

5.22

2.32

3.80

Barclays US Credit Bond

2.16

6.74

4.88

6.23

Market Index

SUMMARY

The above annualized total returns and betas represent All Star Financial models.
Your portfolio’s actual returns and betas may differ depending on your portfolio holdings.
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Here are potential issues and mileposts that
have LIMITS, that we will watch for on the
road ahead:
•

•

•

•

•

The dollar – the dollar has risen 20% in
value against a basket of foreign
currencies, but a dollar that is “too
strong” could hurt earnings growth for
U.S. exporters.
Job growth – recent job gains of 250,000
to 300,000 per month may be as good as
it gets. As we approach full employment
levels, job growth is bound to slow,
though wages should increase as hiring
becomes more competitive.
Interest rates – global monetary easing
has resulted in historically low interest
rates worldwide. Interest rates can’t
hover near 0% forever. The Fed is likely
to start bumping rates up later this year.
Stock valuations – after six years of rising
markets, stocks are no longer cheap and
must be considered at least “fairly”
valued. As valuations rise, the risk of a
market correction increases.
Inflation – it remains a “non-issue” even
as the job market has strengthened and
housing has improved. Be prepared for
an unexpected jump in inflation
however, if wage growth picks up and
energy prices recover.

As we scan the investment horizon for
opportunities in the coming months, we will
look for ways to navigate these limits to help
keep your financial plan on course.
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Are You Protecting Yourself from Cyber Fraud?
In this day and age, almost everyone has heard of cyber fraud, as an estimated 5% of U.S. adults fall victim to these crimes each year. * It's likely
that you or someone you know will become fallen prey.
Technology advances at a staggering pace as evidenced by what seems like daily releases of new gadgets replacing the ones we currently hold in
our hands. The tools that cyber criminals use to steal from others are evolving at an equally staggering pace. As shown in the graph below, the
financial services industry was the third largest industry sector struck by cybercrime in the U.S. last year in terms of average annual costs. A
whopping $20,800,000! *2

Average Annualized Cost
in Millions of U.S. Dollars

It's hard to protect ourselves without thoroughly understanding what these threats are. In order to better equip ourselves with the
necessary knowledge, listed below are the most common ways in which identity and login credentials are stolen, and how they work.
Malware: Using malicious software, criminals gain access to computer systems and gather sensitive information that is housed there, such
as social security numbers, financial login information, etc. Malware is often installed on a victim's personal computer system when the
individual unknowingly clicks on an unfamiliar link or opens an infected email.
Phishing: Phishing is one of the most common tactics used in cybercrimes affecting the financial services industry. It is initiated by criminals
via email who impersonate an entity that the victim has an existing financial relationship with, such as a brokerage company, credit card
company, etc. in order to solicit sensitive information from the victim.
Social Engineering: In today’s world of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and the like, social engineering has become much more prevalent. In
cases of social engineering criminals gain the trust of the victim by leveraging some piece of information they have about the victim-often
their address or phone number- and in turn convince them to divulge confidential information. With this knowledge, how can you protect
yourself (and your investments) from cybercrime?

Following are several simple tips to protect you and your future:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Keep a clean machine: Run current antivirus software (on a regular basis), operating systems, and applications. Application updates often
include security advances, so be sure to update your system when you are prompted to.
Become creative with passwords: It’s best to include both letters and numbers in all passwords, as well as using a variety of passwords for
your accounts.
Lock your mobile devices and tablets: 30-50% of users have not enabled a password or PIN on their mobile devices, leaving you extremely
susceptible to cybercrime should your device be stolen. You should also refrain from accessing sensitive data on open wireless networks,
for example, in coffee shops, hotels, libraries, etc.
Censor, censor, censor: Be cautious about the information you post on social media sites. Even something as simple as allowing yourself
to be tracked can aid in identity theft.
Maintain safe web browsing: Whenever possible use only secure websites as they encrypt log-in information before transmission. You
can identify these sites by their URL which starts with “https” or an icon that looks like a lock somewhere in the browser window.

Keeping your information secure from criminals is a top priority for All Star Financial, and to better protect you we continuously
review security procedures, best practices, and advice from industry experts. If you suspect at any time that any of your accounts
(either email or financial) have been compromised, please call us immediately.

1*Mary Jo White, SEC Open Meeting, 4/10/13, www.sec.gov
2*Ponemon Institute; Hewlett-Packard (HP Enterprises United States; Ponemon Institute; July 2014; 59
U.S. Organizations Security)
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OUR MISSION IS TO HELP YOU ACHIEVE YOUR DESIRED
STANDARD OF LIVING AND FINANCIAL PEACE OF MIND.
The experienced All Star team of professionals is dedicated to
understanding your individual needs and objectives, offering a
comprehensive wealth management platform designed with one
purpose in mind — to serve you, the valued client.

Restaurant
Recommendation

JUST FOR FUN
Trisha’s Layered Taco Dip
1 packet taco seasoning
16 oz. plain low fat Greek yogurt or sour cream
16 oz. guacamole
12-16 oz. shredded lettuce
2 cups shredded cheese
1 - 2 2.25 ounce cans sliced black olives
1 can refried beans
2 cups freshly chopped tomatoes
1 cup diced red onion
9x12 cake pan
A bag or 2 of your favorite tortilla chips

Voted Top 50 Restaurant by Mpls. St. Paul Magazine in
2015, the Red Cow offers a sophisticated twist on your
classic neighborhood tavern. Also nominated for best
burger, best service, best happy hour and best pub by the
reader’s poll - who else can say all that? If you’re looking for
a casual and rustic American eatery with craft beer,
gourmet burgers and a menu of updated eats with a fine
wine list, this is the place for you!
Red Cow celebrates finely crafted dishes ranging from
truffle parmesan fries and caramel-bacon puffcorn to ahi
tuna crisps and unique Angus beef burgers. Save room for
mini donuts & ice cream or avocado cheesecake. You won’t
be sorry! This popular establishment has not slowed down
since it opened so we recommend that you plan to sample a
unique beer or superb wine while you wait for your table.
Owner Luke Shimp travels the globe to bring unique eats to
the metro area. They now have 3 locations: Minneapolis –
50th Street and North Loop downtown, and St. Paul –
Cathedral Hill. Try it out and let us know what you think!

Mix the yogurt or sour cream with the taco seasoning in a separate bowl.
Spread out the refried beans in the cake pan. On top of the refried beans
spread out the guacamole. Next add the layer of yogurt or sour
cream/taco seasoning mix. You will then lay down the lettuce, cheese,
tomatoes, black olives and onions. Chill for an hour and enjoy!

Quote of the Quarter
“A bird doesn’t sing because it has an answer, it sings
because it has a song.”
—Joan Walsh Anglund

CONTACT US Meet Our Team
3800 American Blvd. W.
Suite 1450
Minneapolis, MN 55431
Phone: 952.896.3820
Fax: 952.896.3819
Toll Free: 888.809.7901
asf@allstarfinancial.com
www.allstarfinancial.com
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Bob Klefsaas, CFP®, AIF®, CFDS - President
Bruce Bonner, CFA – Portfolio Manager
Brian Senske, MA – COO, CCO
Kristie M. Brenner, AIF® - VP & Business Leader
For Retirement Plans
David Osterberg, CPA – Tax Advisor
Carl Ermisch – Research Analyst & Paraplanner
Trisha Downing – President 1st Impressions &
Executive Assistant
Corina McCurdy, Account Executive & Marketing
Jeff Bacon, Account Executive – Insurance Specialist
Bill Ristvedt, All Star Private Client Partner – Banks

